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While enjoying crackers and milk this morning (they are the preferred
nutritional supplement of confused middle-aged men the world over, after
all) I first started hearing news stories about Walmart’s planned mass roll-
out of RFID technology as a means of tracking intimate wear purchases.
Now, I am guilty of trashing the super colossal good time store chain quite
often on this blog. The reality is that I sometimes don’t mind making a trip
to Walmart. Our local Super Center recently expanded its isles to
accommodate the differing body shapes and bigger shopping carts
prevalent in modern life. Walmart is especially helpful during miserly

moments when I don’t really want to admit that I should buy a quality item from a retailer that
specializes in the item. Why spend the money when Walmart has an alternative product for less
money? The example from my life would be compression shorts for running. I had a choice between
going to a sporting goods retailer for Under Armor and paying nearly $30 a pair for what is
essentially a lower torso man bra or getting the cheap, $12 knock-offs from Wally World. I sucked it
up and paid the price. Holding on to the cheapo compression shorts, I had one of those moments
from a TV crime scene profiler show where some dour detective is always declaring “It was
murder!” The vision came to me of running and getting to about mile seven on a particularly
sweltering day only to have the off-brand compression shorts burst and leave me like a pile of
gelatin by the side of the road. Now, thanks to the increasing use of RFID’s by Walmart in
underwear and other clothing, I think I made the right choice.

An RFID is a radio frequency identification tag. You know that orange computer-chippy sticker when
you buy a coat or a book? That’s the familiar version. I once had an RFID buried in a wallet I bought
from Target and got stopped by security for a year before I figured out where it was (hence, I live on
crackers and milk). Walmart is taking the technology to a new degree, one that will enable it to
eventually radio tag every piece of merchandise so that customers can scan entire cart loads of
merchandise as they walk past the check out stands. That is a nice idea. What isn’t is the concept
that has been slowly unveiled over a decade of using RFID to track purchases beyond the stores
themselves. Walmart maintains that when you purchase a pair of underwear with the new frequency
tag attached the device can be removed. Removable or not, the tracking device stays live after you
get home. Is it paranoid to believe that radio traceable tags probably shouldn’t be in homes, cars,
sock drawers?

RFID is a cost and time-saving technology, and may speed up things like airport screenings (one
issue we could all use a break on). It’s also one that originated for the
purposes of tracking cattle. There is just something unsettling about radio
i.d. tags becoming so ubiquitous that each of us has one attached to our
ears. Despite writing this foaming-at-the-mouth blog, I don’t want everything
about me revealed (especially what goes on in my underwear). Is an
electronic 666 on each of us next? Okay, maybe I’m taking the issue too far.
Instead, I’ll enjoy my new wide-isled Walmart and calm down. Besides,
RFID may keep Mr. Rollback, Darnell, out of the ice-cream freezer. Always
a plus.
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